Making a Mosaic Miracle Box
We all need a special place to keep the trinkets and
scraps we’ve collected throughout the years. Make
it yourself and make it mean more. Laurie Mika will
show you how.
For this project, you’ll use a
combination of tile styles,
both purchased and
handmade, and you’ll glue
and grout your way to a
one-of-a-kind treasure. Laurie
Mika, author of Mixed Media
Mosaics, makes it look easy.
Because it is.

To learn more about or purchase
Mixed Media Mosaics by Laurie
Mika, click here.
www.CreateMixedMedia.com
Mixed Media Mosaics is published by North Light
Books, an imprint of F+W Media, Inc.

Miracle Box

MATERIALS
wood box
gold spray paint
assorted rubber stamps
ink pad (StazOn)
variety of acrylic paints
paintbrushes
rag
wood legs
dimensional paint (Scribbles)
Weldbond glue
stamped tiles (including
one with a milagro)
altered glass tile
porcelain tiles
tin snips
grout sticks

T

he Miracle Box is another one of my favorite designs that I will often repeat as
a theme. However, no two boxes are ever the same (as hard as you try to duplicate
something, it never seems to work, but that’s a good thing!). I always use a milagro
on my Miracle Boxes to bring good fortune to their lucky owners!
I have to give credit to Carmen Schmitz, an artist in one of my classes, for
teaching me the wonderful technique of rolling the legs across an inked rubber
stamp. It creates such a cool look, especially if you use a text stamp.
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Spray, stamp and paint

Spray paint the interior of the box and the entire lid gold. Around
the outside of the box, stamp a different house shape on each of
the four sides. Paint around the stamped areas with a basecoat of
color (here, purple). Gently rub off the excess paint with a rag.

3

Fill in with paint

Rub the color in with a rag. Paint over the stamped areas with a
wash of Quinacridone Gold, and rub off the excess paint.

2

Paint a shadow around image

Using a fairly dry brush, use a painterly touch to add a bit of color around
the outside of the stamped image, which creates a shadow effect.

4

Roll leg over stamp

Paint the main portion of the legs purple and the ball portion gold.
Let dry. Ink up a text stamp with black StazOn ink, and then slowly
roll the leg over the stamp. Repeat for the other three legs.
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5

Paint and dot cap

Paint the cap portion of the legs periwinkle and let dry. Then add
Scribbles dots around the perimeter.

7

Snip painted tile

For a final tiny space that is a bit too small for a clay tile, fill it with
a painted tile that you cut with tin snips.

6

Alter porcelain tile

Apply a wash of color to a small sheet of manufactured porcelain
tiles, and then stamp over the top to create several fragment
tiles at once. Here, I painted some of them with Quinacridone
Gold to go with the sides of the box. Lay several of these tiles out
on your lid and decide what other tiles you wouldMJLFUPGJMMJO
the rest of the lid’s space. Then start gluing on the tiles.

8

Glue legs to bottom

Paint slashes of color and add dots around the perimeter of the
lid. Finally, glue the legs to the bottom of the box.
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